Episode Two

Panning for Gold
Gold panning was the easiest and cheapest way for a ‘49er to mine for gold. A
prospector would stake his claim along a stream and pan the dirt and gravel for
tiny nuggets and flakes of the shiny metal. This type of loose gold is called placer
gold. And that’s where Placerville got its name!
A gold pan was typically made of tin or iron, with a flat bottom and gently
slanting sides. The pan was simple to use -- and pretty versatile. A miner could
also use the pan to wash a shirt, feed his mule or fry bacon.
Panning is based upon the simple principle that gold is seven times heavier
than other rocks. When a miner filled his pan with dirt and shook it around in
water, the gold would sink to the bottom. After a lot of shaking the lighter rocks
were washed away and only the gold remained. The miner put his gold in a
small leather sack called a poke.
Panning was an extremely slow mining method. On a typical day an
experienced prospector could wash about 50 pans of pay dirt from his claim.
People still pan for gold today. But mostly for fun!

The "Batea" was the first
gold pan. It was made of
wood by the Mayan Indian
civilization hundreds of
years ago. The ‘49ers used
virtually anything as a gold
pan: broken shovel blades,
frying pans… even cow
horns!

In August 1869, a 109
pound gold nugget was
found in the California
Mother Lode. It sold for
$21,673. Today it would be
worth more than $3
million!

Vocabulary
• Placer gold: Loose gold on the bottom of a river or stream.
• Claim: A piece of land prospectors mine just for themselves.
• Pay dirt: Dirt and rock that has lots of gold.
•

49er: The miners who came to California in 1849.

Think About It…

Please write down a few of your thoughts:

• Describe an invention would you make to get gold?
• Do you think there is still gold in California? Why?
• Do you think the Gold Rush was good thing for California and the
land?

To learn more about gold panning please visit
www.tchistory.org/TCHISTORY/more_gold.htm
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gold_panning

